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4. Being an entrepreneur, business model and business plan
Who can be an entrepreneur? What does it mean to be an entrepreneur?
In principle, an entrepreneur can be any person with a clear and elaborated business idea, initial
capital to start a business, a business plan, an idea of future growth and development.
The person who starts his / her own business usually takes on the role of innovator, business owner,
manager, seller, employer, human resources manager and many other roles.
Before starting a business, a person who has an idea or an invention, which he / she would like to use
for business, would need to think about what is to be delivered, i.e. what is the product or service to
be sold, who are to be the customers of product or service developed based on an idea or an
invention, i.e. to whom the product or service is intended, which would be its market value, how
much money is needed to produce the product or service, etc.
Before starting a business, a way of thinking can be described as creating a business model, which
showcases “what and how” will the person run the business, once it gets started. A business model
can, therefore, serve as a model to introduce the entrepreneur or a future entrepreneur to potential
investors and interested public.

What is a business model?
Simply said – it is “your way of doing business”, the logic by which you create and deliver value to
your customers, but you also make profit, i.e. in return you gain the value that allows you to grow
your business. (Golob, 2012: 1)
The business model is the values that the company provides to customers, the values that the
company receives in return and everything else needed to make this exchange sustainable. The
business model combines it all: markets, customers, customers’ businesses, customers’ outcomes
and barriers, resources, business processes and values. (Golob, 2012: 4)
In “Inovacija poslovnih modela” guidebook (English: Innovation of business models), Boris Golob lists
a number of questions that a future entrepreneur should be able to answer before creating a
business model, i.e. questions that make it easier for a future entrepreneur to create his / her own
business model – a future entrepreneur should answer the following questions:
1. Who do we serve? Who are our consumers? Who is using our products or services – who are
our users?
2. Which parts of the market do we cover: geographically, pricewise, demographically,
culturally…? Who buys our products or services?
3. What do we supply? What kind of products or services do we sell? What are the benefits or
solutions we deliver to our consumers? How do we deliver? Which distribution channels do
we use? How do our products reach our consumers?
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4. How does our value chain look like? What do we purchase from suppliers, what do we
produce ourselves, what are we leaving to partners? What resources do we have, do we
control and do we use? With which activities do we use resources and transform raw
materials and lower values into products and higher values?
5. Who are our partners? How do our suppliers and partners contribute to our way of creating
value for customers, consumers, and our business?
6. How do we profit? What do we charge our customers with? What costs occur when
delivering our offer? How do we extract the value for ourselves? How do we form the price?
7. How do we differ from the competition and how do we want to surpass it? What is it that
differs us from the competition? How do our customers and consumers feel the difference?
Which differences are most valuable?
8. Are our differences sustainable? Do our specialties, something that only we do / have /
know, protect them? (Golob, 2012.: 4)

From business model to business plan
The path from elaborated business model to business plan is relatively short and simple, if a future
entrepreneur has elaborated his / her idea in detail and has already been able to answer all
questions related to a future product or service, future customers, market, value chain, other
mentioned earlier. The business model can not only stay on theoretical thinking about a future
product or a service, it should be clearly elaborated and made in writing. The description needs to be
clear, not only to the future entrepreneur, but also to potential investors and users. A described
business model is part of a business plan that can be described as a written document containing
thoroughly elaborated description of a technical-technological proposal and a business model for
innovation, research, product / service / production process development up to the
commercialization phase and investment budget for project development with the review of
expected outputs in the commercialization phase.
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Source: Timmons J., New Venture Creation, Entrepreneurship for the 21st century, McGraw Hill, 2007
Project commercialization implies any procedure, action, transaction or legal work that generates
profit from products, services or goods, material or non-material, that are in any way related to the
Project. (Source: www.mingo.hr)
Simply said, the purpose of a business plan is to make it easier to any entrepreneur to start a
business. The simplest way to do it is to write a clear and summarized description of a business idea
and a model that can be implemented by a future entrepreneur. Writing a business plan is a good
exercise for every future entrepreneur because it means that an entrepreneur will have to think
objectively about his / her initial idea and describe it in a way that would give it a clear and simple
presentation. This also means that it can get to smaller changes in the initial idea, whilst writing a
plan, because a future entrepreneur is pulled to produce a clear analysis of a future business path
and to critically think about his / her future business. The business plan is a key document for
financing a new business, given that the financial plan and development strategy are the main
component of a well-written business plan.
A business plan is a useful tool that provides an overview of a business path, identifying its strengths
and weaknesses and making the right business decisions. Therefore, every future entrepreneur
should be able to write a business plan independently. Given that it is a very common case that the
persons who start their own business do not have required knowledge or experience to write a
business plan independently, there is a possibility that certain parts of a business plan can be written
by business development specialists. However, only a future entrepreneur, as an author of a business
idea, can talk about the vision and goals of his / her business path, and about the ways of achieving
them. Therefore, asking a specialist to write a complete business plan is not recommended. Writing a
business plan is a learning process and it is crucial to accept it as such, because every future
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entrepreneur will independently, by his / her own mistakes, learn best how to correct or change to
better certain aspects of his / her future or an ongoing business.
Since the business plan is the foundation of describing a business idea and a business model, future
entrepreneur takes this foundation when presenting his / her business idea or model to potential
investors, which is one more reason why a future entrepreneur should be involved in every step of
writing a business plan. When presenting his / her idea to potential investors, future entrepreneur
must show that he / she understands the business plan, and must be able to present and explain it in
a clear and motivational way to win the future investors for investment in the future business path.
When writing a business plan, it is important to remember that a business plan is a document that
must have a certain level of flexibility, and that the plan can always be changed. The business plan is
designed to anticipate future events and ways of business adaptation to newly created conditions,
and to lower the risk, reduce time consumption and resources involved. The better a future
entrepreneur predicts future events and solutions to potential problems, the greater are the chances
to achieve the goals.
A number of authors agree that: “Investors invest money in people, not in ideas, because people are
the ones who realize the ideas. Excellent entrepreneur and his / her team will, from an average idea,
make a successful business path, while an average entrepreneur and his / her team often do not
know what to do with an excellent idea, and it is not rare that they do not succeed in its realization.”
(Delid, Oberman Peterka, Perid:28).
At the beginning of writing his / her business plan, future entrepreneur will encounter a number of
examples on how to write a good business plan. Very often a potential donor determines the content
and structure of a business plan, but it is almost a universal rule that a business plan should be based
on certain common principles.
The business plan should be:
 Easy to read and understandable,
 Market-oriented, and not oriented towards a work technique or an entrepreneur’s capacity,
 Containing the competition impact assessment and
 Delivering a credible and realistic vision of development.
The business plan is an important document in which a future entrepreneur describes his / her idea
and a business model, and also highlights his / her comparative advantages.
1. Writing a business plan requires time and money, but it returns multiply.
2. A business plan gives a clear overview on a business opportunity.
3. A business plan provides a better focus and business activities’ guidance.
4. A business plan can be a way to getting a loan.
5. It helps to attract serious business partners.
6. Enables quicker and easier communication with a surrounding, business partners, financial
and government institutions.
7. The better elaborated business plan, the more certain expected success of a business path is.
In addition to universal principles, most of the business plans have a similar structure.
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1. Idea / opportunity: what is a business idea and why we believe that there is a business
opportunity to achieve it?
2. Context / wider picture of business path development: what are the characteristics of the
environment in which a chosen business path can be developed and expanded?
3. People: who are the owners of a business path, what knowledge, skills and experience do they
possess?
4. Risk: what are the basic assumptions on which a business path is developing? What are the biggest
risks that can lead to failure of planned activities and business path realization? How to protect from
these risks?

The basic elements of a business plan:
1. Basic information about an entrepreneur – what kind of business does he / she have,
ownership structure, data from most recent financial reports;
2. Review of products and services – what is he / she presenting on the market (new products
or modifications), patents, franchises, etc.;
3. Sales market and competition analysis – the approximate scope of the market covering the
entrepreneur’s business, market share, description of most important competitors (it is
important to take into account the strengths and weaknesses, and also a point-out of the
development trends because bankers seek for estimation on what will be the future of a
certain branch of economics);
4. Marketing strategy - which market segment is entrepreneur’s goal, the way of advertising,
advertising costs and pricing policy;
5. Production and distribution – technical potential and entrepreneur’s ability, meeting the
prescribed standards, the way of distribution, customer service;
6. Finances – investments and funding sources, expected business results and
7. Team management data – caring managers are a guarantee of success.
The common mistakes in drafting a business plan include:
 Inaccurate market assessment – unrealistic market evaluation and options for product /
service placement
 Inaccurate cost estimates – undervalued operating costs
 Inaccurate income estimates – overestimated total income
 Lack of working capital
 And ultimately, an entrepreneur does not monitor the business plan realization.
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